cLc Learning Platform Best Practice 314
The cLc Learning Platform is supporting teaching and improving learning outcomes in schools around the
world. These Best Practice examples enable teachers to share experiences, ideas and recommendations to
support and aid other teachers tackling the same challenges.
Find more cLc Best Practice along with curriculum maps and ‘How To’ guides & films at www.clcsuccess.com
School: Horndean Infant School
LA: Hampshire
Teacher: Hannah Knight
Students: Year 2
Contact: hannah_knight@talk21.com
Learning Focus: To encourage children to write for purpose and audience.
Curriculum Focus: English > Writing > Diary
Tools used:
Forum

How this worked in practice: The children in India class (Year 2) have been learning about their namesake –
the country of India, and as part of this have been learning about the range of animals that can be found there.
To support this learning the class have adopted a mascot – an Elephant called Kiruba who travels home with a
different child in the class each day. Either at home, or back at school the next day the children are then
encouraged to record the events in Kiruba’s Diary seen above which has been created using a
forum.
Some children choose to do this using text, others choose to do this using the embedded
sound recorder.
All children in the class are able to access Kiruba’s diary at all times and so armed with this knowledge the
children contributing know that they have an audience and a real purpose for adding their entries, thus
encouraging early writing, and effective speaking & listening opportunities.
By the end of this sequence of work children had developed skills in:
Literacy: Diary writing, Speaking & Listening (sound recording)
Learning: Self and Peer Assessment
Next Steps: Children could now begin to keep their own diaries in their
journal
blogs.
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The named teacher has kindly agreed for this example and the relevant contact details, to be shared within the cLc community for other teachers benefit.
www.uniservity.com

